The temporal evolution of masking and frequency selectivity in the goldfish (Carassius auratus).
The temporal evolution of masking and frequency selectivity was studied in the goldfish using classical respiratory conditioning and a tracking psychophysical procedure. The temporal position of a brief tonal signal within a longer duration, tonal masker has little or no effect on signal detectability when the frequency of the masker is less than or equal to that of the signal. For masker frequencies above that of the signal, signal detectability improves as the signal onset is delayed relative to that of the masker. These patterns of tone-on-tone masking are quite similar to those observed for humans. These temporal masking patterns are qualitatively similar in shape to the peristimulus-time histogram profiles of the low-frequency saccular fibers thought to be used in this task. Frequency- and time-dependent changes in signal detectability result in specific changes in the sharpness of psychophysical tuning curves (PTC). In general, PTCs determined for signals occurring at masker onset are the most broadly tuned, and PTCs determined in forward masking are the most sharply tuned. The PTCs for signals temporally centered in the masker are intermediate. These results suggest that temporal tone-on-tone masking patterns and the temporal evolution of psychophysical tuning curves result from the response properties of peripheral auditory-nerve fibers.